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SuniRay2 | the perfect dental imaging system for
your veterinary practice
More veterinary professionals are making the switch to digital radiography than ever
before—and for good reason. Digital radiography cuts costs and saves time. SuniRay2
gives you all the benefits of digital radiography, plus a whole lot more. Its high-quality
imaging allows you to easily capture diagnostic x-rays and have them ready to instantly
display to clients, making the diagnostic process more efficient for you. And with its
durability enhancements, SuniRay2 is designed to withstand the daily stresses of a
veterinary environment. Its ultrasonically sealed outer casing, strain relief cable, and
impact protection technology ensure reliable performance for years.

SIZE 1

SIZE 2

39.5 x 26

43.5 x 31.5

31.1 x 20.2

35.2 x 26.2

CMOS APS Fiber Plates

CMOS APS Fiber Plates

4096

4096

3 ft.

3 ft.

Reinforced Strain Relief

Reinforced Strain Relief

Integrated USB 2.0 Module
with LED indicator lights

Integrated USB 2.0 Module
with LED indicator lights

Vet Suni

Vet Suni

2 Years

2 Years

MINIMUM

RECOMMENDED

1.2 GHz Pentium 4

2.0 GHz Pentium 4

2 GB

4 GB

Windows OS up to Window 8

Windows OS up to Window 8

200 GB

300 GB

S-VGA with 0.28 mm dot pitch

S-VGA with 0.25 mm dot pitch

16-bit color 1024 x 768 resolution

16-bit color 1024 x 768 resolution

USB 2.0 and 3.0

USB 2.0 and 3.0

SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY
USA and Canada
1 408 227 6698

International
+32 58 317 464

The perfect dental imaging solution for your veterinary practice

Born in Silicon Valley
USA and Canada
1 408 227 6698

International
+32 58 317 464

6840 Via Del Oro, Suite 160
San Jose, CA 95119

6840 Via Del Oro, Suite 160
San Jose, CA 95119

www.suni.com

www.suni.com

SuniRay2 Advanced Digital X-Ray Sensor
Power your veterinary practice with a complete dental imaging solution
SuniRay2 is the perfect digital dental imaging solution for your practice, giving you the power
to:
- Easily capture high-quality digital x-rays fast, and have them ready to instantly display with
digital software enhancements
- Make quicker, more efficient diagnoses with lightning-fast image acquisition
- Increase case acceptance by instantly displaying digital x-rays with preset image enhancements to your clients

The Vet Suni software package is a comprehensive, easy-to-use, and
feature-rich imaging program that easily integrates with your entire
practice and allows streamlined access to a wide array of customization and image enhancement features. SuniRay2’s already crisp and
clear X-ray image quality is supplemented by the digital zoom, coloring, and archiving features, allowing image enhancements that highlight intraoral pathologies and help your clients gain a clearer understanding of proposed treatment plans. And with fully-customizable
interface, toolbars, and toolboxes, Vet Suni makes organizing and managing files intuitive and hassle-free. Vet Suni provides the tools essential to your veterinary practice.

Image Comparison
Compare images taken on different dates
side-by-side, so you can easily monitor
patients’ oral health.

Auto “Darken” and “Lighten”
Automatically compensate for under-exposed or over-exposed images for improved
image quality.

Excellent Image Quality
Making the diagnostic process faster and more efficient for you
- Suni CMOS chip, specially designed scintillator screen, and 1.2 mm fiber optic plate ensure a
high-quality digital X-ray every time.
- Strikes the perfect balance between high line-pairs per millimeter, signal-to-noise ratio, and
contrast exposure

Patient Search

Spot Enhancement

Locate patients fast and easily, or use our
NameGrabber tool to directly bridge your
existing Practice Management Software
with ours.

Highlight intraoral pathologies for easier
diagnosis, or to help your clients gain a
clearer understanding of treatment plans.

- Vet Suni software’s array of preset filters and automatic image enhancements complement
SuniRay2’s high-quality X-rays, helping you maximize your diagnostic capabilities.

Enhanced Durability

Easy Integration

Accessibility

Open architecture allows easy integration with
all leading practice management software.

Images and records can be simultaneously
accessed by anyone from anywhere in the
office.

Designed to withstand the daily stresses of a veterinary environment
- Unique reinforced cable attachment and ultrasonically sealed outer casing make for a reliable
digital sensor that’s built to last.
- Impact Protection Technology ensures exceptional sensor performance even when there’s
extra pressure or strain.

Automatic Image Enhancement

Clinical Enhancement Presets

Customizable smart filtering automatically
enhances captured X-rays for instant display.

Fine-tune your images with a variety of clinical
enhancement presets to assist diagnosis.

Easy Navigation
The main menu navigation’s familiar Window’s toolbar can be customized with your more
frequently used tools and features, so you can find and use what you’re looking for faster.

